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MIXEAT alieco’s milestones

Hereby Alieco’s history, about our past, our present development and our future.

Please find the steps of our story, which has been model of reliability and

confidence, in which you could continue to trust.

Marchese Bros - manufacturing of feeder-mixer wagons in Bolzano

 Alimix chopper and feeder-mixer-wagons

 Terrastan and Florastan mixing-equipment for earth substrates

 Geo-Line mixing equipment for biomass and

composting

 Marmix Unifeed feeder-mixer-wagons with silage

cutting device
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During almost 40 years our efforts for assuring a constant increasing quality and 

innovation:  

1967 starting-up manufacturing of first European feeder-mixer-wagons by 

Marchese Bros in Bolzano; 

beginning the year-long tradition of

manufacturing and distribution under

the trade-mark ALIMIX which was 

introduced in the best way in all 

specific interesting markets.

1979 the new trade-mark MARMIX

suited the market-requirements, 

especially in the field of zootechnics with feeder-mixer-wagons equipped with silage 

cutter and self-propelled machines; in the field of industrial homogenization the 

interest was moved into floriculture, compost and biomass field.
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2000 Recognizing the opportunities, dictated by the market, in the year two 

thousand, in autumn, Storti SpA from Verona acquired MARMIX srl, for the 

purpose of taking advantage of the strategic synergies in marketing and sales of 

the group.

The technical leadership of Marmix in Bolzano remained the forty-year-long 

experience of the Marchese family. 

The greatly desired process of consolidation, taking into consideration strategic, 

technical and logistic matters, brought the group to face unexpected challenges 

and did not reach the expected results, especially in the specific MARMIX markets.

2005 Five years later the group from Verona announces a radical re-organization of 

his plans, which has brought to a dissociation of the factory in Bolzano.

In August 2005 Marchese and Storti families reached an agreement relating the 

acquisition of the obligations, connected with the selling of Marmix. As a result, 

according to this agreement, the factory in Bolzano, which previously belonged to 

Storti family, has been transferred again to the Marchese family, which is now the 

majority owner.
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2012 The  company leave a new important reorganization. Part of the Marchese

Family leave the ownership of the share. In the meantime Enrico Storti came a part 

of the share. 

The new shareholder decide to move ALIECO from Bolzano to Albaredo D’Adige

Vr in a  bigger plant. (4,500 sqm covered – area 11,000 sqm)
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2015 ALIECO became a part of industrial group of Forigo Family as:
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Agricultural Machinery for Land 

preparation, Horticolture.

Worldwide distribution

Ostiglia (Mantua) ITALY

www.forigo.it

Laser cutting, sheet metal work, 

CNC Tools Machinery

Nogara (Verona) ITALY

www.silcasnc.net
SILCA

http://www.forigo.it/
http://www.silcasnc.net/


From a strategic point of view the interesting assumptions of MIXEAT - Alieco will 

be the following:

- the deeply-rooted co-operation with the resellers;

- the decennial bonds with selected customers;

- the customers’ requirements relating service and technical advice.

ALIMIX name is guarantee of reliability and security, which is strictly connected 

with the incomparable experience of the first producers of the feeder-mixer wagons 

in Europe.

ALIMIX in the zoo-technical field and ECOSTAN in the compost and biomass 

field will hold in the future strong positions as international trade-marks;

MIXEAT srl is an independent company and takes advantage of the forty-year-long 

experience, private investments of owners and the enlarged management of good 

staff.
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As seen in the history description of the company, MIXEAT - Alieco is keeping its 

tradition as Leader in the Livestock machine’s production, machine’s for compost 

production and other INDUSTRIAL application.

Thanks to the know-how acquired year by year, the quality specifications for the 

machines building, are always based on high quality level and the maximum 

security for the users is guaranteed.

The staff of specialist guarantee to all the customer the  an perfect customization 

of the machine for their specific needed .

We would consider MIXEAT - Alieco like a TAILOR to who dresses the tailor-made 

products. Our employees and our supply chain have an big flexibility to maintain 

the best standard and quality.

ALIECO Factory production
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The MIXEAT - Alieco ’s production is divided in 2 product line:

Machines for animals feeding 

with Unifeed or TMR systems

Machines for compost production 

arising from biomass and recyclable 

waste

ALIECO Factory production
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Mixer  feeder wagon driven by tractor with/without silage cutter, 

horizontal with 

• 3 augers (picture), from 5 to 21 mc

• 2 augers, (picture), from 10 to 24 mc. 

Vertical mixer feeder wagon with 

• 1 or 2 augers always driven by tractor, from 8 to 24mc.

Automotive mixer  feeder wagon vertical and horizontal , high 

technology machines that can satisfy farmers all over the world.

“Factor” project, is an automotive mixer feeder wagon, with high 

quality and quantity performances used to optimize the Unifeed 

process in a modern farm either for milk and meat production 

breeding. 

ALIECO Factory production
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Mixer for the compost process, that can mix organic 

garbage to optimize the fermentation process. This 

kind of machines can be placed in a complex 

systems or can be used as single installation. 

They are built with stronger material and higher 

quality as the product they are going to work for, is 

quite difficult to be treated. We can have different 

solutions, stationary machines with Diesel

or electrical motor, automotive machines with diesel 

motor or automotive machines that work with PTO 

tractor shaft. (picture)

ALIECO Factory production
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MIXEAT - Alieco is working from longtime with following countries:

Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, France, Holland, Russia, Belarus, 

Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Romania, Spain, Portugal, 

Greece, North-Africa, Slovenia, Turkey.

MIXEAT - Alieco has the experience to transfer Know-How in Belarus

AND

MIXEAT - Alieco are ready to discuss any kind of project to satisfy his 

customer

ALIECO srl   via G. di Vittorio 41 Bolzano – tel. +39 0471 934098  fax +39 0471 919145 www.aliecomix.com  info@aliecomix.com - P.Iva: 02463660213 

Confidential Information - DO NOT DISCLOSE

ALIECO market in the world
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Thanks for your time !!


